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Managing Activities in Dynamics CRM and the
D365 App for Outlook
About This Guide
This is a tool guide for Dynamics CRM and the D365 App for Outlook. This is not a Dynamics
CRM Business Process guide.
Dynamics CRM is Microsoft’s stand-alone application and D365 App for Outlook is Microsoft’s
add-in that runs on top of Outlook Online.
This document is covers:
1. Managing Activities in Dynamics CRM
2. D365 App for Outlook basics

What is an activity?
In Microsoft Dynamics CRM, an activity is a task that you perform when you contact a
customer. For example, sending an email or making a telephone call. You can create a future
activity (a task or phone call to perform in the future) or a real-time activity with an outcome
(such as a sent email or completed phone call).

Activity Types
The four main activity types you will be using are listed below—these are the activities covered in
this guide.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phone call
Email
Task
Portal Comment

Managing an Activity Defined
To manage an activity is to perform any of the functions listed below, on an activity record. The
steps for managing activities are detailed further on in this document.
Activity Management functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

View | Search
Create
Edit
Mark Complete
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Managing Activities in Dynamics CRM
This section references the stand-alone Dynamics CRM application.

Creating an Activity in Dynamics CRM
You will create your activity in the Quick-Create pane. There are two ways to launch QuickCreate in Dynamics CRM: from the Nav Bar or from within a record.

Launching Quick-Create From the Nav Bar
❶. Click + (create new).
❷. At the top of the record drop-down, click Activities.
❸. From the activities drop-down, select an Activity Type.

Launching Quick-Create From Within a Record
❶. From the Timeline tile, click + (new info and activities).
❷. From the drop-down, select and Activity Type.

The Quick-Create Pane appears to the right of your screen (shown further on in this
document). This is where you enter your activity data.
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Completing the Activity Record from the Quick-Create Pane
When you launch Quick-Create for your activity, some recommended fields are pre-populated.
Others, you need to enter. Recommended fields for each activity are listed under its respective
Recommended Fields section of this document.

Activity: Phone Call Recommended Fields
❶. Complete the following additional fields:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Subject (free-form text)
Call To (lookup)
Description (free-form text)
Regarding (lookup field; choose an Account,
Lead, Opportunity or Quote. Auto-populated
if creating from within a record)

❷. Click Save.

A Phone Call Activity is created in Open status—you must go to your record to mark it
complete:
❸. From the pop-up, click view record.
The system displays the Phone Call Activity Record.
❹. From the command bar, click Mark Complete.
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Activity: Email Recommended Fields
❶. Complete the following additional fields:
a. Regarding (lookup field; choose a Contact, Account or Case. Auto-populated if
creating from within a record)
b. To (lookup)
c. Subject (free-form text)
d. Body (free-form text)
e. Attachments (click Save to activate)
❷. From the command bar, click Send
(to send) or Save / Save and Close (to save as a draft)
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Activity: Task Recommended Fields
❶. Complete the following additional fields:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Subject (free-form text)
Description (free-form text)
Due (date and time)
Regarding (lookup field; choose an
Account, Lead, Opportunity or
Quote. Auto-populated if creating
from within a record)

❷. Click Save.
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Connecting Outlook to DCRM with the D365 App for Outlook
You can also use D365 App for Outlook to tap the power of Dynamics CRM while you’re using
Outlook on the web. You'll see a D365 pane or window next to a selected Outlook email
message, or when you're composing an email message or setting up a meeting or appointment.
For example, when you open an email message, view information from D365 about the email
recipients. Or with a single click, link an Outlook email message or appointment to a specific
D365 record.

Functions Summary
With the D365 App for Outlook, these are the functions you can perform (detailed further on in
this document):
•
•
•
•

Open D365 App for Outlook dashboard
Search for Records
Manage Records (create, edit)
Track an Email

Opening the D365 App for Outlook Dashboard (Outlook Online)
Unless D365 is pinned to Outlook (described in this section), to open the D365 Dashboard to
work with the D365 App for Outlook.
Opening the D365 Dashboard:
❶. In the message pane, select an email. The email appears in the reading pane.
❷. At the top of the email, in the banner, click the D365 icon. The D365 dashboard appears
in the D365 pane on the right side of your screen.
❸. At the top of the D365 dashboard, click the pin icon to pin the D365 pane to Outlook.
❹. You can click the X (exit) icon to remove the D365 Dashboard from view (this does not
unpin it)
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The D365 Command Bar at a Glance
The D365 App for Outlook Command bar is below the Dynamics CRM banner at the top of the
pane.

The following table describes the Command Bar tools numbered above:

Command

Function

❶ Home / Recents toggle

Toggle between the dashboard and
recents/favorites

❷ Home

Go Home (to D365 App for Outlook dashboard)

❸ Back

Return to the previous record

❹ New

Create new record

❺ Magnifying Glass

Search

❻ More

More options (relationship assistant)
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Searching for and Editing a Record
❶. From the D365 Command Bar, click the magnifying glass.
❷. Optionally filter for record type.
❸. In the search box, enter your search criteria.
❹. In the search results drop-down, click the record you want.

The D365 pane displays the record summary. Scroll to see
more. You can edit the record right from this pane, without
leaving Outlook!
Tip: To see the full history, go to Dynamics CRM.
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Creating a New Record
When you create a record from D365 App for Outlook, you do so in the D365 pane. While you
can create many types of records from this application, this guide focuses on Activity Records.
To create a record:
❶. From the command bar click + (new)
❷. From the record type drop-down, select your record type
❸. In the record tiles, enter the required and recommended fields.
You may need to scroll down to reveal all fields.
❹. Click Save and Close

Tip: Recommended fields are the same whether you create a record from D365 for
Outlook or Dynamics CRM.
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Tracking an Email
Once you track an email in D365, all further emails related to the tracked conversation (e.g.
replies and forwards) will also be tracked against the same record. The D365 pane will display a
Contact(s) tile if recipients are found in D365.
If you don’t see your contact in the Recipients list, it is imperative that you search for the person
in CRM. If you can’t find that person, create a new record.
Click on an email to start the tracking process. The two important
things D365 pane tells you are whether the email is already tracked
and lists known recipients.
Here is an example of an email that is not tracked and has unknown
recipients:

Tracking a Received email
To track an email you have received, Set Regarding:
❶. Click the Search box beneath Set Regarding > Search for the record to which you will
associate this email
❷. From the drop-down, select the record and click the check OR
❸. If the record to set regarding does not exist, select the record type to create then click
New and create the new record

When the tracking is complete, your email is marked Tracked regarding:
❶. Displays the record the email is tracked Regarding
❷. Displays the recipients on the email. The email will be automatically tracked
to the recipients’ timelines.
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Tracking a new email
To track an email that you are getting ready to send:
❶. At the bottom right corner of the composition box, click the Dynamics 365 icon
❷. The D365 pane, follow the same steps as you do for tracking a received email OR
❸. If the record displays in at the bottom of the pane, click the Chain Link to set Regarding
to that record.
❹. Send your email
Your email will be tracked (its status may start out as Track pending…)

Changing Regarding
You may have tracked your email to the wrong record or need to track it to a different record. To
do so, change regarding as follows:
❶. In the Tracked regarding banner, click more (…)
❷. From the drop-down, select Change Regarding
❸. Follow the Set Regarding steps

Your email will be tracked to its new record (its status may start out as Track pending…)
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Viewing the Email in the Timeline
To view your record holistically, go to the Dynamics CRM application and search for the
Regarding record (the party to whom you linked the email). You will see the email along with the
rest of the history.
❶. Click the Title to display the activity record
❷. Click the Ellipsis (…) to display more options, including Close Activity
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